The control and performance you demand.

Air CBU Logistics  Vehicle transportation solutions.
Operational excellence and reliability

Kuehne + Nagel’s highly experienced specialists develop sophisticated solutions to ensure the smooth and timely transportation of your vehicle.

Prestige automobiles embody elegance, performance and power – upholding the finest industry traditions on and off the road. Our highly trained teams of experts have deep-rooted experience in responding quickly to the specific challenges involved in transporting your unique vehicles. They are genuine automobile enthusiasts to boot.

With the growing need for even more reliability and total confidentiality, Air CBU (Completely Built-up Unit) Logistics provides worldwide transport planning and coordination with a craftsman’s attention to detail. We offer advanced, specialised facilities to suit to your individual needs – whether it is for exclusive prototype, classic, racing or event vehicles.

The regular certification of our staff ensures the highest possible service quality and process standardisation. Our procedures are subject to comprehensive quality control. And we are fully focussed on ensuring the smooth and seamless transport of your vehicles. Our proven track record speaks for our own performance – from anywhere to anywhere.

AIR CBU LOGISTICS
Harmonised, end-to-end forwarding solutions for vehicles, delivered by highly trained Air CBU Logistics experts with exceptional care and protection, all over the world.

WE DON’T JUST MEET THE HIGHEST STANDARDS – WE EXCEED THEM WITH OUR POWERFUL RANGE OF SERVICES

- Harmonised, best-in-class vehicle handling and transport
- Global, 24-hour, door-to-door visibility with KN Login
- Specialised teams of Air CBU Logistics experts – fully accredited and certified – operating around the globe
- Regular ongoing training and development for all staff
- 24/7/365 proactive support
- Global network and infrastructure with regional competence managers and single point of contact
- Several satellite stations in every region
- CBU-specific SOPs and training programmes
- Risk assessment, selection, audit and supervision of subcontractors and air carriers to maintain quality service
360° vehicle protection and security

We treat your vehicle with the utmost care and discretion – providing specialist protection to ensure it arrives anywhere in pristine condition.

We understand the value of exceptional cars – and we also value your privacy. This means, we treat your vehicle with the care it deserves to give you complete peace of mind. As an extra option, we can deploy the latest satellite tracking systems to monitor your vehicle while in transit – whether it is heading to a race or test track, car dealership, motor show launch or photoshoot.

CBU-SPECIFIC SOPS AND WORKING INSTRUCTIONS
All shipments/operations have customised SOPs with working instructions available to all staff 24/7/365.
- Specific shipment requirements are defined and documented
- High standards maintained and agreements observed
- Multiple quality checkpoints along the supply chain

GLOBALLY ENHANCED VISIBILITY WITH KN LOGIN
We use the latest satellite and tracking systems to monitor your vehicle’s journey.
- Door-to-door visibility, exception management and proactive monitoring
- Planned and actual shipment status
- Critical shipment (photo) documentation and tracking

VEHICLE TRANSPORT BOX (VTB)
Our state-of-the-art, fully enclosed transport boxes offer unprecedented levels of security and confidentiality, allowing us to deliver your valued car with complete discretion.
- Leasing of VTBs for full period of event
- Provision of VTB at origin of journey
- Storage, cleaning and return of VTB

WHITE-GLOVE HANDLING SERVICES
Care without compromise – we transport vehicles with special nuances requiring extra attention.
- Specially trained personnel
- Cloth guidelines for handling staff
- Final mile and special supervision for security as well as timely delivery at carrier premises

THREE CONFIGURABLE SERVICE LEVELS TO CATER TO YOUR VEHICLE’S INDIVIDUAL REQUIREMENTS
We take into account the differing needs of your vehicle transportation by offering three levels of first class logistics service. We draw on our years of experience gained through working together with the automotive sector.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LEVEL</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CORE</td>
<td>For CBUs that do not require specific handling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPECIALIST</td>
<td>For CBUs requiring special protection and supervision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PREMIUM</td>
<td>To ensure maximum confidentiality, integrity and security</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Several satellite stations across the global network
AIR CBU LOGISTICS AT A GLANCE

- Differentiated solutions for vehicle transportation
- Dedicated and highly trained personnel
- Selection, supervision and support of subcontractors, partners and air carriers to maintain highest-quality service
- One single point of contact
- Global coverage and full visibility 24/7/365 with KN Login
- Specific automotive Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) and working instructions

AIR CBU LOGISTICS BENEFITS INCLUDE

- Increased reliability through harmonised, high standards of vehicle transportation and operational excellence
- Enhanced protection, as your vehicle is handled with total precision and care
- Streamlined supply chain with the highest levels of service reliability and quality standards
- Greater peace of mind with door-to-door supervision and better control – even in remote areas
- Utmost confidentiality and confidence via Kuehne + Nagel’s reputation for integrity and trust